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 prepare for the specification of a new version of the

FMMLx

 .. and a new version of the XModelerML

 contribute to a discourse on requirements to foster a 

consolidation of the field
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Requirements Analysis: Motivation and Purpose
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FMMLx: Notation Overview
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RC1: Contingent Level Classes
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RC1: Contingent Level Classes
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De Lara et al. (2014) “leap potency”, “phantom instance”

In addition to having classes with a definite level, it should be 

possible to define classes with a contingent level. A contingent 

level allows for adapting the concrete level of a class to different 

contexts of use.

Priority: high
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RC2: Contingent Instantiation Levels of Properties
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It should be possible to define intrinsic properties (attributes, 

operations, associations) with a contingent instantiation level.

Priority: medium
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RC3: Deferred Specification of Multiplicities
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It should be possible to defer the specification of multiplicities of 

intrinsic associations.

Priority: high

It should be possible to define further constraints on multiplicities 

of intrinsic associations -> principle of maximum expressiveness.
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RC4: “Classless” Classes
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It should be possible to define preliminary classes without a meta-

class.

Priority: high

Atkinson, Kühne “exploratory” vs. “constructive” modelling
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RC5: Intrinsic Classification of Intrinsic Attributes
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RC5: Intrinsic Classification of Intrinsic Attributes
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It should be possible to specify intrinsic attributes through classes 

on levels higher than M1 together with an intended instantiation 

level. 

Priority: medium
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RC6: Meta-Association
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RC6: Meta-Association
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Priority: high

Association
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It should be possible to define domain-specific association types. 

In order to cover the variance of domain-specific association 

types, it could be helpful, if a language provides meta-association 

types on a higher level, that would allow the instantiation of meta-

association types.
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RC7: Avoiding Redundant Specification
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It should be possible to indicate that certain properties of a class 

are to be inherited to its instances.

Priority: high
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RC8: Semantic Enrichment of Properties
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It should be possible to clearly distinguish between attributes that 

are regularly instantiated into individual values of instances, that 

are instantiated into values of instances that actually represent 

common values of their instances, and those that serve the 

specification of constraints on attribute values. At the same time, 

corresponding access operations should be qualified accordingly.

Priority: high



 Multi-Level Modelling – very promising, however

 need for common grounds

 .. and for competition

 focus on requirements as an option to foster collaboration

and coherence – without giving up on competition

 essential part of such a joint effort: development of a 

unified terminology

 diversity of notations not that problematic at present

time, but evaluations and further development required
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Conclusions
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